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Background
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Clients:

Shaping product innovation as research consultant

Frank’s UX research approaches

1. Decision-focused user research

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

3. Concept research to shape innovation direction

4. Integrate understanding with solutioning

5. Full-cycle research to continuously inform decisions

§ Instacart
§ eBay
§ StubHub
§ Stitch Fix
§ Walmart.com
§ Stripe
§ Home Depot
§ …

§ Google
§ Facebook
§ Twitter
§ Adobe
§ Netflix
§ PayPal
§ Alibaba
§ Yahoo!

Used these to help

uxstrategized.com

http://www.uxstrategized.com/


Two Overall Philosophies

1. Decision-focused user research

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

3. Concept research to shape innovation

4. Integrate understanding + solutioning

5. Full-cycle research

My approaches
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Decisions to make Plan Conduct study Report

Understand decisions to make

Identify knowledge gap

Connect with user insight

Re-shape decision framework

Research questions

Target users and recruiting

Materials: Concepts, UI, content

Observe

Debrief 

Refine

Report

Next steps workshop

Next iteration

1. Decision-focused approach (as opposed to method- or process-focused)

• The REAL reason for needing the research?

• Don’t make go/no-do decisions
• Don’t learn for learning’s own sake

• Have to make this decision at this stage?

• Some decisions don’t need research!
• Treat research as hypothesis testing

To ensure decision impact: Alignment +  Actionability +  Decision Confidence

Think about the end goal first, and then 
backtrack from there in planning 
research—and be flexible, with just 

enough rigor, in achieving the goal
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2. Strategic impact, via lean research: problems to solve

Use cases

Mental models

Personas

Value propositions

Customer journey

Design principles

…

Tactical research 
(Drawback: scope is too narrow)

Strategic research 
(Drawback: takes a long time, politics, …)

Usability

Visual design

Content

…
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2. Strategic impact, via lean research: the solution

Use cases

Mental models

Personas

Value propositions

Customer journey

Design principles

…

Tactical research Strategic research 

Usability

Visual design

Content

…

We can integrate the two in one effort: aggregating strategic understanding, 
while informing tactical improvements.

Let’s integrate



Concept Exploration: The 
Missing Link to Product 

Innovation

1. Decision-focused user research

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

3. Concept research to shape innovation

4. Integrate understanding + solutioning

5. Full-cycle research

My approaches:
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Jumps directly to

Identify problem Implement solution

• Identify problems based 

on user and business 

needs

• Implement a concrete 

solution, such as designing UI, 

coding, …

Typical product development process

How do you know you’re working on the right solution?
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Explore conceptsIdentify problem

Step 1: Create concept

Step 2: Evaluate concept

The missing link

Implement solution

• Identify problems based 

on user and business 

needs

• Work on a concrete 

solution, such as design UI, 

write content, coding, …

Concept exploration is the missing link in informing innovation

Helps you figure out the right solution direction
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1. Create concept

Ideate solutions and represent the 
solutions as one or more early-

stage product concepts

2. Evaluate concept

Through user research, evaluate, 
evolve, and refine the concepts, 

which will then be used to guide the 
implementation of the product

Two-step process of concept exploration
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Ideate solutions Create conceptIdentify problems

• Analyze exiting 

knowledge to identify 

user and business 

problems

• Ideate possible 

solutions with team 

members

• Be innovative!

• Describe how the 

solutions work (user flows, 

features, value 

propositions)

High-level process to create a product concept
Step 1. Create concept -> Step 2. Evaluate concept
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Who are the 
target users?

What are the benefits 
to the user?

In what scenario does the 
user use the product?

What specific user pain 
points does it solve?

What is the user 
flow/experience like?

What are the 
features/functionality?

Six considerations going into a product concept
Step 1. Create concept -> Step 2. Evaluate concept

Creating a concept is not just 
for research’s sake—It is a 

must-have step to ensure that 

the product is on the right track.

Be FLEXIBLE in representing 
the concept: drawings, text, 

screen shots, wireframes, …
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Step 1. Create concept -> Step 2. Evaluate concept

Evaluate concept: Leverage participatory design

Explore, not validate!
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Keys to success for concept evaluation
Step 1. Create concept -> Step 2. Evaluate concept

2. Signal 
strength

3. Nuanced 
use cases

1. Exploration

Great 
insight! Understand exactly 

when and why users will 
and will not use the 
product (as opposed to 
getting generic answers)

Co-explore possible 
solutions with users to 
think outside the box

Obtain clear signals 
that users really could 
use the product (as 
opposed to just paying 
lip service)



Make Better Decisions: Integrate 
Understanding +  Solutioning

1. Decision-focused user research

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

3. Concept research to shape innovation

4. Integrate understanding + solutioning

5. Full-cycle research

My approaches:
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Traditional, rigid approach: Foundational user research as stand-alone project

Foundational user research
Treated as a stand-alone project

Concept Evaluation user research 

Wireframe UI evaluation

Usability studies and beyond

Phase 1: Understanding user needs Phase 2: Developing product solutions
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Foundational user research

Concept Evaluation user research 

Wireframe UI evaluation

Usability studies and beyond

Understanding user needs Developing product solutions

More effective and flexible approach: Integrate different research phases

integrate

+
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Integrate foundational and tactical research, via an iterative approach

Iteration 1

No knowledge about users

= Focus on foundational research

Iteration 3 (and beyond)

Lots of knowledge + Concrete solutions

= Focus on concrete solutions

Iteration 2

Some knowledge + Early solution ideas

= Hybrid research topics

Understand users Explore solutions
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Comparison

Traditional approach Integrated approach

Timeline

Quality

Process

Actionability

Takes a long time to reach solutions

User insight might be generic, not deep enough

Tend to skip Concept Evaluation

Knowledge may not translate into solutions well

Takes a shorter time to reach solutions

Deeper user insight, leading to better solutions

Concept Evaluation is an integrated part

Knowledge is translated into solutions in a 

relevant and streamlined manner

Vs.
Conduct foundational research stand-alone Integrate foundational and concept evaluation research



Put it together—Full-Cycle 
Research to Continuously 

Inform Decisions

1. Decision-focused user research

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

3. Concept research to shape innovation

4. Integrate understanding + solutioning

5. Full-cycle research

My approaches:
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My full-cycle research process: a leaking funnel model

Step 1. Existing knowledge synthesis

Step 2. Knowledge digestion & opportunity brainstorming

Step 3. Opportunity crystallization & prioritization

Step 4. Concept & UI user research

Step 5. Dogfooding user research

Step 6. After-launch research to inform future opportunities

Start broad

Narrow down

Leak = additional 

opportunities
• Additional product ideas
• Adjacent teams
• Collaborative opportunities
• Whole new product lines

• Ready to course correct
& pivot

Repeat steps if needed
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Always plan research via the lens of research program

Step 1. Existing knowledge synthesis

Step 2. Knowledge digestion & opportunity brainstorming

Step 3. Opportunity crystallization & prioritization

Step 4. Concept & UI user research

Step 5. Dogfooding user research

Step 6. After-launch research to inform future opportunities

Start broad

Narrow down

Leak = additional 

opportunities
• Additional product ideas
• Adjacent teams
• Collaborative opportunities
• Whole new product lines

• Ready to course correct
& pivot

Repeat steps if needed

Note: I plan research through the lens of a 
coherent research program, not a one-off 
research study—even if we might end up with 

executing only part of the program.


